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Abstract — Dealing with the bugs is an important thing in software industry. For fixing these bugs lots of time is required and each developer have to go through bug report which aims at wasting the time and ultimately the money. To solve this problem an important step which we can take is bug triage, which aims as correctly assign a developers to new bug. As well as to decrease time cost in manual work of developer text classification technique is applied to conduct the automatic bug triage. Ultimatum is to reduce scale and improve the quality of bug data. After donning with triage process, we are recommending bugs to the respective developers depending on their profile and previous work history which will help the system to predict which bug to assign to which developer. If any particular developer failed to fix the bug in the given time the triage method will be used to predict the new developer.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Bugs are the programming errors that cause significant performance degradation. Bugs lead to poor user experience and low system throughput. Large open source software development projects such as Mozilla and Eclipse receive many bug reports. They usually use a bug tracking system where users can report their problems which occurred in their respective projects. Each incoming bug report needs to be triaged. For example, as of October 2012, the Mozilla project had received over 80,000 reports, averaging 300 new bug reports each day [2].

In appropriate developers may delay the bug resolution time as In manual bug triage in Eclipse, 44 percent of bugs are assigned by mistake while the time cost between opening one bug and its first triaging is 19.3 days on average [1], [16].

Selecting the most appropriate developer to fix a new bug report is one of the most important stages in the bug triaging process and it has a significant effect in decreasing the time taken for the bug fixing process [16] and the cost of the projects [2], [11]. Software companies spend over 45 percent of cost in fixing bugs [1], [8], and [17]. In traditional bug triage systems, a developer who is dominant in all parts of the project as well as the activities plays the role of bug triager in the project. The triager reads a new bug report, makes a decision about the bug, and then selects the most appropriate developer who can resolve the bug. Fixing bug reports through the traditional bug triage system is very time consuming and also imposes additional cost on the project [2].

One of the important reasons why bug triaging is such a lengthy process is the difficulty in selection of the most competent developer for the bug kind. The bug triager, the person who assigns the bug to a developer, must be aware of the activities (or interest areas) of all the developers in the project. Bug triaging normally takes 8 weeks to resolve a bug if the developer, to whom the bug report is assigned, could not resolve it, it is assigned to another developer. This would consume both time and money. Thus, it is really important on part of bug triager to assign the bug report to a developer who could successfully fix the bug without need of any tossing. Hence, the job of bug triager is really crucial [2].

In this paper, we present an approach for automatically recommending the bugs to the respective developers. The goal is to reduce the bug report and analyze it using bug instance selection and Feature Selection. To use the term frequency mining technique to predict the most suitable developer for new bug report depending upon the information available from historical bug reports and the profile of the developer. The term extracted from previously fixed bug reports and area in which developer is expertise are used for updation of profiles of developers. The frequency of each term corresponding to each topic indicates the expertise factor of each developer relating that particular topic. If the frequency of solving a bug based on particular topic is more, then system should
recommend the bugs related to that topic first to the developer.

2. RELATED WORK

Xuan et al. [1] combined feature selection with instance selection to reduce the scale of bug data sets as well as improve the data quality. To determine the order of applying instance selection and feature selection for a new bug data set, they have extracted attributes of each bug data set and train a predictive model based on historical data sets. They empirically investigate the data reduction for bug triage in bug repositories of two large open source projects, namely Eclipse and Mozilla.

Matter et al. [3] proposed an information retrieval based technique that computes the expertise of developers based on vocabulary used in source code. They extracted the vocabulary of developers from the version control repository of the project. Their approach finds a relationship between the vocabulary extracted from new bug reports and the vocabulary extracted from source code and then uses the relationship between them for recommendation purpose.

Hu el al. [4] they have proposed Bug Fixer, an automated bug report assignment method that utilizes historical bug fix data. Bug Fixer adopts a new method for computing bug report similarity. Bug Fixer also constructs a novel network structure, called Developer-Component-Bug (DCB), to model the relationship between the developers and the source code components they worked on, as well as the relationship between the components and the associated bugs. For a new bug, Bug Fixer calculates its similarity to existing bugs, and recommends developers based on the structure of DCB network.

Hosseini et al. [10] proposed an auction based bug allocation mechanism. When a new bug report comes, the bug triager extracts some basic information such as type, severity, etc. and then auctions off the bug. The developers place their bids on the bug. The bug triager receives the bids and based on the developer’s experience, expertise, historical preferences and current work queue, he announces the final decision and assigns the bug report to the winner developer.

Park el al. [14] they proposed a new bug triaging technique, COSTRIAGE, by (1) treating the bug triage problem as a recommendation problem optimizing both accuracy and cost and (2) adopting CBCF combining two recommender systems. A key challenge to both techniques is the extreme sparseness of the past bug fix data. They addressed the challenge by using a topic model to reduce the sparseness and enhanced the quality of CBCF.

Bhattacharya et al. [15] employed a fine grained incremental learning approach. They constructed multi feature tossing graphs and used it for predicting the relevant developers for the bug report. Their results showed high prediction accuracy for recommending developers and high reduction in tossing path lengths.
3. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

Figure 3.1: Architecture diagram of proposed system

3.1 Bug Triage

Bug Triage refers to assuring quality of bug reports. Bugs are inevitable in software development. The situation arise when we have certain number of bugs to be fixed and don't know their priority so, some standards are used in company that when certain number of bugs reached and not fixed then there should be a meeting held and decided on the priorities of the bugs, so all the team members will gather and decided about each and every bug and finalize the priorities.

In daily testing and maintenance, bug reports are accumulated and stored in projects’ bug tracking system. In our proposed system bug tracking system provides a platform for tracking the status of bug reports. Once a bug report is created, through the bug tracking system, developers can also collaborate on reproducing and fixing bugs. A bug report should be assigned to an appropriate developer before the process of bug fixing. The step of assigning bug reports to developers is called bug triage.

3.2 Bug Reduction

Here we are reducing the bug data by using instance selection and feature selection which will give low scale data and the qualitative data. Instance selection associated with data mining tasks such as classification and clustering. Feature selection is to choose a subset of input variables by eliminating features with little or no predictive information.
3.3 Profile Updation

The reduced bug report will be automatically assigned to the developer based on his previous work history and experience. After the bugs get solved by the developer the developer's profile will get update.

3.4 Bug Recommendation

If the frequency of solving a bug based on particular topic is more, then system will recommend the bugs related to that topic first to the developer.

3.5 Reassignment of bugs

If a particular developer failed to solve the bug in the given time then that bug will be reassign to the other developer.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have focused on reading the bug report which will remove the redundant and noisy data. The system will automatically recommend the bugs to the developer which will save the time and cost in finding the bugs for fixing. As the system is time based if particular developer failed to solve the bug in given time the bug will be reassign to the other developer, so ultimately the project will get complete prior to the dead line. Also it will be easy to find out which developer is expertise in which area.
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